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EPISODE 49

[Quote]
“If you want to develop creativity, you need
to take instructions away and give creative
prompts instead”
[Description]
In today’s world full of screens, parents must
work hard to set boundaries and to enforce
them.
Drew is the marketing director of at Tonies, a
company that created a brightly colored,
screen-free smart speaker for kids, the
Toniebox, which has sold millions to date.
In this episode, Drew talks to us about - Why removing the screen is critical to the
creative development process and how we can use the power of storytelling to
empower children to be creators, authors, and performers.
[Intro]
Jaison Dolvane: In today’s world full of screens, parents have to work hard to
set boundaries and to enforce them. Screens are everywhere and most times,
children binge on video games, Netflix, or YouTube or some form of social media.
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These technologies also forcing our kids into more mature content sooner, given
the difficult of controlling some of this.
Drew is the marketing director of at Tonies, a company that created a brightly
colored, screen-free smart speaker for kids, the Toniebox. They married
technology together with physical kid’s toys or figurines that they call ‘Tonies’.
Whether it be a Lion King toy or a Cars toy, they have lots of these Tonies that
kids can play with and place on top of a magnet, to open up a whole new world of
story-telling adventures and imagination.
Tonies originally launched in Germany in 2016 and is currently one of the fastest
growing toy brands in Europe. They have launched recently in North America and
have already sold over 1.7m Tonieboxes.
In this episode, Drew talks to us about - Why removing the screen is critical to the
creative development process and how we can use the power of storytelling to
empower children to be creators, authors, and performers.
[Episode]
Coming soon…
[Outro]
Thank you for listening.
SUBSCRIBE: Make sure to subscribe to this podcast on Apple podcasts or Spotify
or wherever you listen, we would really appreciate if you can leave us a review on
apple podcasts or send us any feedback to reachingroots@wishslate.com.
SIGN-UP for the WishSlate App: Find items from any stores, save items to one
list and share, buy, gift from family and friend lists. Visit
https://app.wishslate.com
[Resources & Links]
Toniebox: Storytelling for Kids without a screen
https://us.tonies.com/

